496 Hardy inequality on time scales a generalized Euler dynamic equation. Those results turn out to be new even in the special linear case. The questions how the graininess of the time scale affects the (non)oscillation of the equation, as well as some other related topics, are also discussed there.
Introduction and preliminaries
One gets more than two hundred papers when searching by the keywords "Hardy" and "inequality" in the review journals Zentralblatt für Mathematik or Mathematical Reviews. Almost half of these publications appeared after 1990. In the absolute majority, these papers deal with various generalizations, extensions and improvements of the wellknown Hardy inequality (HI) presented in monograph [8] (both in the continuous and in the discrete setting), namely, for example, HI in several variables, weighted HI, inequalities of Hardy's type involving certain transforms and forms, HI involving higher order derivatives, HI on certain manifolds, in various spaces, and many others. Many related topics can be also found when one looks for inequalities involving functions and their integrals and derivatives. Recall that the classical HI in integral form, discovered by Hardy, reads as
where α > 1 and f is a measurable nonnegative function, and its discrete version essentially takes the same form with sums instead of integrals. Let us mention at least a few papers [5, 11, 15] , among many others dealing with various types of HI's, and nice monographs [12, 13, 14] . All above facts seem to prove that there is no possibility of a last word on Hardy inequality. What we offer in our paper is unification and extension of the classical Hardy integral inequality and the discrete Hardy inequality by means of the theory of time scales. This main result is presented in Section 2, together with some comments. In Section 3, we give an application of our extension of the Hardy inequality in the oscillation theory of half-linear dynamic equations. More precisely, we examine oscillatory properties of
Here are some basic formulas involving delta derivatives: 
For the concept of the Riemann delta integral and the Lebesgue delta integral, see [3, Chapter 5] . Note that the definition of the Riemann delta integrability is similar to the classical one for functions of a real variable, and that the Lebesgue delta integral is the Lebesgue integral associated with the socalled Lebesgue delta measure. Every rd-continuous function is Riemann delta integrable, and every Riemann delta integrable function is Lebesgue delta integrable. Throughout, for convenience, when we speak about a delta integrability, we mean the integrability in some of the above senses. The integration by parts formula reads 
Many other information concerning time scales and dynamic equations on time scales can be found in the books [2, 3] . In some of the computations below we will use the estimates
PavelŘehák 497 which are proved in the next lemma. Note that these estimates are trivial when T = R. Also, it is easy to see them when
However, in general case, they have not been proven yet. Note that similar observations as in the next lemma can be done without difficulties when the integrals are taken over finite intervals, and also when the integrand is replaced by a nonincreasing function. The following statement will be useful in proving the main results. For the proof see, for example, [16] ; note that the Young inequality plays a crucial role there. 
unless either f , g are proportional, or at least one of the functions is identically zero.
Main result
Throughout this section we assume that T is unbounded above. Our main result reads as follows. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that f (a)>0.
Denote ϕ(t) = F(t)/(t−a).
For convenience we skip the argument t sometimes in the computations. Then
Using this estimate, we obtain from (2.2)
Integrating, we get
for t ≥ a. Hence, by the Hölder inequality on time scales (Lemma 1.2),
for t ≥ a. Dividing by the last factor on the right (it is positive), and raising the result to the αth power, we get
for t ≥ a. Now, let t tend to ∞ to obtain (2.1), except that we have "less than or equal to" in place of "strictly less than." In particular we see that ∞ a (ϕ σ (t)) α ∆t is finite. Next we PavelŘehák 499
show that "strictly less than" in (2.1) holds unless f ≡ 0. Return to (2.5) and replace t by
There is a strict inequality in the second place unless f α and (ϕ σ ) α are proportional, that is, unless f (t) = Cϕ σ (t) for t ≥ a, where C is independent of t. It can be shown that C = 1. Indeed, if a is right-scattered, then
while if a is right-dense, we have
Since f = Cϕ σ and f (a) = 0, we get C = 1. This is possible only when f is a constant. But if f were a nonzero constant function, this would be inconsistent with the convergence of 10) and (2.1) follows from (2.10) in the same way as (2.6) does from (2.5). Now we prove that the constant factor is the best possible provided µ(t)/t → 0 as t → ∞. Put
where a < a < b. Then
(∆t/(t − a)) and
500 Hardy inequality on time scales which implies 
with ε > 0, fails to hold if f is chosen as above and b is sufficiently large.
Remark 2.2. (i) If one wants to have a Hardy inequality on a finite segment, then simply take a function f which is eventually trivial. However, note that, for instance, in [18] the result is presented for the classical integral Hardy inequality (T = R)
showing that the constant on the right-hand side can be lowered somehow (depending on a, b) provided the integrals are taken over a real interval [a,b], 0 < a < b < ∞.
(ii) There is an open problem to find out whether the constant in Theorem 2.1 is the best possible also on other time scales than just those satisfying lim t→∞ µ(t)/t = 0. Nevertheless, the inequality itself works on any time scale. In the next section, we will see that the problem of the best possible constants can be related to the problem of oscillation of certain half-linear dynamic equation. Certain connections with a Wirtinger type inequality are also mentioned there.
Application to a generalized Euler dynamic equation
Throughout this section we assume that T is unbounded above. Consider the generalized Euler dynamic equation
where Φ(x) = |x| α−1 sgnx with α > 1. This equation is a special case of the well studied half-linear dynamic equation
where p,r ∈ C rd ([a,∞),R) with r(t) = 0. In [1, 16, 17] , it was shown that although a solution space of (3.2) is homogeneous and not generally additive, many properties (like PavelŘehák 501
Sturmian theory) known from the theory of linear dynamic equations extend to (3.2) . Note that (3.2) reduces to the linear Sturm-Liouville equation (r(t)y ∆ ) + p(t)y σ = 0 when α = 2. Next we examine oscillatory properties of (3.1). Before we will do this, let us recall some useful concepts and statements. We start with the definition. Definition 3.1. (i) We say that a solution y of (3.2) has a generalized zero at t in case y(t) = 0. We say y has a generalized zero in (t,σ(t)) in case r(t)y(t)y(σ(t)) < 0 and µ(t) > 0. We say that (3.2) is disconjugate on the interval [a,b], if there is no nontrivial solution of (3.2) with two (or more) generalized zeros in [a,b] .
(ii) Equation ( (on [a,∞) ). Oscillation of (3.2) may be equivalently defined as follows. A nontrivial solution y of (3.2) is called oscillatory if it has infinitely many (isolated) generalized zeros in [a,∞). By the Sturm type separation theorem, which extends to (3.2), see [16] , one solution of (3.2) is (non)oscillatory if and only if every solution of (3.2) is (non)oscillatory. Hence we can speak about oscillation or nonoscillation of (3.2).
Next we present a very important tool in the oscillation theory of (3.2), namely the so-called variational principle.
Proposition 3.2 [16]. Equation (3.2) is nonoscillatory if and only if there exists a ∈ T such that
for every nontrivial ξ ∈ U(a) (the class of the so-called admissible functions), where
The following statement is an extension of the well-known Sturm comparison theorem. Along with (3.2) consider
where R and P are subject to the conditions imposed on r and p, respectively.
Proposition 3.3 [16]. Assume that R(t) ≥ r(t) and p(t) ≥ P(t) for all large t. If (3.2) is nonoscillatory, then (3.5) is nonoscillatory.
Now we present an extension of nonoscillation criterion known from the theory of linear second-order differential equations.
Proposition 3.4 [16] . Suppose that
Further assume that
where
then (3.2) is nonoscillatory.
The following oscillatory criterion is of Hille-Wintner type.
Proposition 3.5 [16] . 
where Ꮽ is defined by (3.10) , then (3.2) is oscillatory.
Now we are ready to examine (3.1). Denote
Proof. First assume γ = γ α . Let a ∈ T be positive, and f be a function such that ξ(t) = t a f (s)∆s is admissible, which means that ξ belongs to the class U(a) defined in Proposition 3.2. Clearly ξ ∆ (t) = f (t). We have is nonoscillatory when γ < γ α , use the Sturm type comparison theorem (Proposition 3.3) and the fact that (3.1) with γ = γ α is nonoscillatory.
Remark 3.8. (i) Note that if 0 < γ < γ α , then nonoscillation of (3.1) follows also from Proposition 3.4 (the case γ ≤ 0 can be treated by using the comparison theorem since it is very easy to find a (nonoscillatory) solution of the equation [Φ(y ∆ )] ∆ = 0, whose solution space has a linear structure). However, some additional assumptions are needed. Indeed, (3.7) is clearly fulfilled. Since (1.5) holds, p(t) = γ(σ(t)) −α satisfies (3.6). Further, (3.8) in case of (3.1) requires µ(t)/t → 0 as t → ∞. Finally to show that (3.9) is satisfied, we compute 14) which holds for large t and suitable positive ε. Note that if γ = γ α , then nonoscillation of (3.1) cannot be detected by the above criterion. Comparing the result obtained by using the Hardy inequality with this one, we see that the former one does not require any additional assumptions.
(ii) Claim 3.7 can be perhaps proved by means of the fact that the existence of u such that (ruu σ )(t) > 0 and
is equivalent to nonoscillation of (3.2), since we conjecture that the function u(t) = t (α−1)/α satisfies the inequality [Φ(y ∆ )] ∆ + (γ α /(σ(t)) α )Φ(y σ ) ≤ 0, and this would imply nonoscillation of (3.2) with γ = γ α .
(iii) The proof of the Hardy inequality via the variational principle is another open problem. We conjecture that the Hardy inequality can be viewed as a necessary condition for nonoscillation of (3.1) with γ = γ α (more precisely, as a necessary condition for the existence of certain positive nondecreasing solution of the above mentioned Euler type inequality).
It remains to examine (3.1) when γ > γ α . Proof. We apply Proposition 3.6. Condition (3.11) in the case of (3.1) reads as µ(t) ≤ M, which clearly holds. To show that (3.12) is fulfilled, we use the boundedness of µ, although it suffices µ(t)/t → 0 as t → ∞, and we proceed as follows:
which holds for large t and suitable positive ε.
Remark 3.10. (i)
There is an open problem to prove that (3.1) oscillates when γ > γ α on any time scale unbounded above, and not only on T with bounded µ. In other words, we would like to know whether there exists an unbounded time scale, on which (3.2) is nonoscillatory for some γ > γ α ; such a result is not expected from the differential/difference equations case. The related fact which we are interested in is whether γ α is indeed a critical time-scale-invariant constant-this will be discussed in the second part of this section.
(ii) As we could see above, there are some connections between the Hardy inequality and the generalized Euler dynamic equation (via the variational principle), and so we expect that the problem with oscillation, mentioned in part (i) of this remark, is closely related to the problem of proving that the constant in (2.1) is the best possible on any time scale.
(iii) There is a criterion similar to Proposition 3.6, see [16] , where (3.11) and the nonnegativity of p are not required. However, the constant on the right-hand side of (3.12) is replaced by (larger) 1.
One can ask why just (σ(t)) α appears in (3.1). Why not t α , or something else? To discuss this question, first recall some known results on linear equations. Note that, for example, in [4, 10] (3.17) More precisely, the inequality
